common vocabulary. The southern dialect is mutually intelligible with Central Aranda.

Yallop has completed depth study. He has published "The Aljawara and their territory" (Oceania, 39:3, 1969).

66.1b ** Akara ** South east of McDonald Downs, west of Tobermorey (from Yallop's map)

Akara-Akitjara, Akitjara (both KH), Akara (HK, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS)

No further information. Its cognate count is 79% with Central Aranda, and between 60% and 70% with the other dialects.

66.1c* Central Aranda * Plenty River area and east at Lucy Creek and Tobermorey

Arunta (S & G), Atunndta (Basedow), Arrenda (Chewings), Aranda (T, KH, Str., AC, SAW, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS), Arran'da (RHM)

Hale calls this Plenty River Aranda. It has 87% cognition with East Aranda and 79% with Akara, 75% with Anmadjara, 74% with West Aranda and 65% with Lower Aranda.

'man': atua

66.1c Eastern Aranda * Todd and Hale Rivers area centered in Alice Springs (KH)

Has 86% cognates with Western Aranda, 83% with Anmadjara and 77% with Southern Aranda.

66.1d Anmadjara * Stirling, Tea Tree, Aileron, Coniston, Napperby area (KH)

Anmadjera (T, O'G, 'RLS', AC, SAW, KH), Anmatyira (Yallop), Anmadjara (AC, AIAS), Umatjera (Ingamalls)